
NORDEK to Exhibit its Leading Blockchain Solutions at 
Singapore Fintech Festival 2023 
 
Singapore, 15th November 
 
NORDEK is excited to announce its participation in the Singapore Fintech Festival, which 
will take place from November 15th to 17th in Singapore. NORDEK will showcase its 
innovative solutions at the event, further emphasizing their commitment to the fintech 
industry and blockchain technology. 
 
As a leader in the blockchain and fintech space, NORDEK is dedicated to creating a user-
friendly ecosystem for mainstream web3 payments. NORDEK, powered by an efficient EVM-
compatible NRK Network blockchain, caters to both blockchain enthusiasts and newcomers, 
addressing the diverse needs of conventional businesses seeking to adopt this 
transformative technology. 
 
NORDEK will be showcasing its dedication to technological advancements by presenting a 
live demo of Rover.finance, a product within the NORDEK ecosystem. The demo will 
highlight the latest features of Rover.finance, which is revolutionizing HR solutions in the 
fintech industry. Additionally, NORDEK will be unveiling new features for NorPay, its 
borderless payment solution supporting Visa and Mastercard transactions and 
enhancements that solidify NorPay's position as a user-friendly and secure payment 
gateway. 
 
NORDEK's presence at the Singapore Fintech Festival is a testament to its commitment to 
shaping the future of blockchain and fintech. Attendees at the festival can expect to gain 
insights into the latest advancements in blockchain technology and how NORDEK's 
solutions are revolutionizing the industry. 
 
"We are thrilled to participate in the Singapore Fintech Festival, as it offers us a platform to 
connect with fellow innovators and showcase our solutions. Just as fintech enthusiasts value 
efficiency, security, and innovation in the industry, NORDEK aims to incorporate these 
qualities into our blockchain solutions. We look forward to engaging with attendees and 
stakeholders at the festival and are confident that our solutions will be well-received." - Mr. 
Kishor and Mr. Kashyap, Co-founders of NORDEK. 
 
NORDEK has been recognized by its pioneering work in the blockchain and fintech space, 
and has recently also taken on the role of Principal Sponsors for the Netherlands Cricket 
Team during the ICC World Cup Cricket 2023 and upcoming tournaments. This partnership 
highlights the blockchain’s dedication to bridging the worlds of sports and technology.  
 
To bridge the gap between web3 gaming and physical sports the protocol has many plans, 
one of which was to release an NFT Fan Cup for cricket enthusiasts, aligning the passion of 
cricket with NFT collectibles. The NORDEK NFT Dropbox consists of 1050 NFTs from each 
match of the ICC Men’s Cricket World Cup 2023 which when minted grant exclusive rewards 



like a chance to meet players, a signed jersey, and other unique rewards like an iPhone, 
NORDEK’s crypto debit card - NorPay and many special airdrops. 
 
About NORDEK 
NORDEK is a pioneer in blockchain innovation, dedicated to creating a user-friendly 
ecosystem for mainstream web3 payments. Powered by an efficient EVM-compatible NRK 
Network blockchain, NORDEK welcomes both blockchain enthusiasts and newcomers. It 
offers a diverse portfolio of solutions, including Rover.finance for fintech human resource 
needs, web3 Gaming Solutions for skill-based gaming, and NorPay, a borderless Visa and 
Mastercard payment gateway. NORDEK also embraces corporate social responsibility 
through Nordek Green Sustainable Funds. 
 
For more information, please visit the NORDEK website and follow them on social media: 
 
Website: https://nordek.io/ 
Instagram: https://instagram.com/officialnordek?igshid=Yzg5MTU1MDY= 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/officialnordek?t=BT_nHvOJc30DrYDr-VMZVA&s=09 
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/nordek-technologies 
GitHub: https://github.com/Officialnordek 
 
Media Contact: hello@nordek.io 
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